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TARGET AUDIENCE
This activity is intended for non-US oncologists, gastroenterologists, hepatologists, interventional radiologists, surgeons, pathologists, and other physicians managing patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this activity, participants will:

• Have increased knowledge regarding the rationale behind using immunotherapy combination strategies for the treatment of unresectable HCC
• The latest efficacy and safety data investigating immunotherapy combination regimens for the frontline treatment of patients with unresectable HCC
• Demonstrate greater confidence in their ability to understand the clinical implications of the recent clinical trial data regarding frontline immunotherapy combination therapies for the patient with unresectable HCC

ACCREDITATION STATEMENT
The Faculty of Pharmaceutical Medicine of the Royal Colleges of Physicians of the United Kingdom (FPM) has reviewed and approved the content of this educational activity and allocated it 1.0 continuing professional development credits (CPD).

AGENDA
13:15 Welcome and Introduction
Michel Ducreux, MD, PhD
13:17 Immunotherapy Combination Strategies in Unresectable HCC: Why Do We Need Combinations?
Lorenza Rimassa, MD
13:27 Translating the Latest Efficacy and Safety Data: What Does This Mean for Clinical Practice?
Michel Ducreux, MD, PhD
13:41 Clinical Cases With Unresectable HCC: What Are the Current and Emerging Options?
Richard S. Finn, MD
13:55 Discussing the Goals of Treatment for the Individual Patient: Sharing Experiences
Han Chong Toh, BSc, MB BCHIR, MRCP, FRCP, FAMS
14:05 Q&A and Concluding Remarks
Michel Ducreux, MD, PhD, and Panel
14:15 Adjourn
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